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INTRODUCTION 

The study of charm production in lepton, photon and hadron beams 
involves severe experimental difficulties and large theoretical 
uncertainties. Progress, at least to those close to the subject, 
often appears oexcruciatingly slow. Why bother with such problems in 
an era of W , 2 and B production, v oscillations, and proton decay, 
all of which involve apparently cleaner and more comprehensible theory 
and experiment? 

The answer and the motivation for this important subject lie in 
two directions. First and most straight forward is that the study of 
charm production allows the measurement of certain fundamental (and 
difficult) distributions such as the gluon structure function C(n), 
the fraction of sea quarks that are strange, and the charm 
fragmentation function, D (Z). Perhaps most important is that the 
study of charm production agd decay is a major opportunity to develop 
an intuition into the workings of QCD. The large quark masses imply 
that (I =.2-.4 and thus that the problem is in the domain of short 
distan8e QCD calculations. Clues from the experiments in this domain 
have an impact similar to early lattice gauge calculations in the QCD 
confinement realm. These results are leading to a developing 
understanding of how to calculate with what we all hope to be, 
finally, the theory of the strong interactions. 

Perturbative QCD has had some successes and some difficulties in 
charm and hidden charm production. The successes have inclu ed 

9 the 
gluon fusion model prediction of distribution shapes in the q , E , 
and P 

T 
variables in u and y production. There have been difficult& 

involv ng absolute normalization. These manifest themselves as what 
must be called "fudge factors", the k factor of the Drell Yan process 
and the f factor from semi-local duality in gluon fusion predictions 
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of J, elastic and inelastic cross sections. Charm decay measurement 
issues often involve the influence of the strong interactions on the 
weak decays of charm. Leptonic supression, sextet dominance and the 
presence of non spectator diagrams are typicalldecay questions. These 
are discussed completely in Trilling's review. 

The large acceptanoe and full reconstruction capabilities of the 
new generation of detectors in photon beams permits a detailed study 
of the hadronization of the ca quark pair. The first such results, 
involving a measurement of the spectrum of masses emanating from the 
photon vertex accompanying the observed De, is reported at this 
conference. Hopefully, as more results like this are obtained 
theoretical effort will be brought to bear. The matter, it has been 
commented, is "...subject to rational thought, but hasn't (yet) been 
given any".' 

The remainder of this review will take a primarily experimental 
view. The reader is encouraged to read the reviews with a iheoretical 
emphasis on charm production and perturbative QCD by Halsen at Paris 
and LePage' at this conference. Previous experimentally oriented 
reviews on subsets of our topic include Fisk', Strovink6 and Treille' 
at Bonn and Kalmus' at Paris. After a brief introduction to the 
experiments with results included in this review, we will discuss, in 
turn, production of $ and 6' , production of open charm in lepton and 
photon beams, D decays, and give a brief token mention of recent 

'hadroproduction results. Emphasis will be on results reported since 
the Paris conference (August, 1982), but we will try to include all 
results since the last Lepton Photon Conference at Bonn (August, 1981) 
as well as earlier results when necessary for comparison. 

Experiments Included In This Review 

Lepton and photon experiments with results that were primarily 
reported in the period following the Bonn Conference but prior to last 
year's conference are: 

CDHS CERN - Dortmund - Heidelberg - Saclay 
CERN WAl' 
V(g) Fe + u?J'X 

CCFRR Caltech - Columbia - Fermilab - Rochester - Rockefeller 
Fermilab E6j6i" 
V(g) Fe + u-u+X; v Fe -c u-u-X 

v-Emul. Canada - Japan - US 
Fermilab E531" 
v + Emulsion + charm 
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BFP 

EMC 

Berkeley - Fermilab - Princeton 
Fermilab E203l* 
P Fe + $X, 3N 

European Muon Collaboration 
CERN NA2" 
u Fe * $X, 2pX, 3!JX 

IF Illinois - Fermilab 
Fermilab E401'+ 
y P+ Jl'K 

In some cases final or updated results for these experiment have been 
made available during the last year. Drawings of each of these 
experiments are available in earlier publications or conference 
proceedings and will not be repeated here. 

Three new hadron production experiments have recent results which 
will be mentioned briefly in the last section. These are shown in 
Figure 1 and are: 

CERN Hyperon Bristol-Ceneve-Heidelberg-Lausanne-Rutherford 
CERN WA6215 
K-Be + A+ (csu) 

ACCMOR Aachen-Bristol-CERN-Cracow-Munich-Rutherford 
CERN N~11le 
xBe + D, D* 

Fermilab Yale-Fermilab-LBL 
Streamer Chamber Fermilab E630" 

n+Streamer Chamber + u charm 

An important dilepton result was made available at this 
conference: 

Gargamelle Bergen - CERN - Strasbourg Collaboration" 
vp~-e-X 

Three real photon experiments have new results on $J and charm 
production: 

SLAC Hybrid Birmingham, Brown, Duke, Florida State, Imperial 
Facility y Collab. Coil., KEK, MIT, Nara Womens Univ., ORNL 

SLAC BC 72/7319 
ypccharm 
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NAl4 Athena, CERN, London, Orsay, Palaiseau, Paris, 
Saclay, Southampton, Strasbourg, Warsaw 
CERN NA14aa 
yLl3 +bX 

TPS(E516) Carleton Univ., Fermilab, NRC, U.C. Santa Barbara, 
univ. of Colorado, Univ. of Oklahoma, Univ. of 
Toronto 
Fermilab E516" 
YP * '#X, D*Xp 

Figure 2 shows the SLAC Hybrid Facility and the Backscattered Laser 
Beam which allows a careful study of photoproduction mechanisms in a 
20 GeV monoenergetic photon beamlg. Charm decays are visible in the 
high resolution bubble chamber. Lifetime results from this experiment 
are reported in Reay's review at this conference. 

The other two photon experiments are making their debut at this 
w;;~?w~w~;~~ reporting result3 for the first time. The NAl4 

uses an isotopic spin zero target (10s X0 Li3) because of 
planned QCD measurements. The deteotor (Figure 3) is located in a new 
high flux, yet tagged, photon beam and is intended to have a high 
level of sensitivity. The very large acceptance Goliath magnet is 
used as the main analysis magnet. Electromagnetic calorimeter3 and 
PWCs provide +300 mrad acceptance for photons and charged particles. 
Three segmented scintillator hodoscopes sandwiching -4m of iron 
provide u identification over *SO mrad. 

first 
The Tagged Photon Spectrometer (TPS) is shown in Fifyre 4 and uas 

used by the Tagged Photon Collaboration for E516 . This large 
acoeptance, charged and neutral, spectrometer with a sophisticated 
recoil detector is located in Fermilab's Tagged Photon Beam. The 
system has the potential for making a complete measurement of all 
4-momenta of both the in state (LH target and tagged y energy) and 
the out state (large acceptance recoi z and forward measurement). This 
permits careful study of production mechanisms. The forward system 
include3 2 large acceptance magnets, 29 drift chamber planes, 2 
segmented large volume Cerenkov counters for particle identification 
above 6 GeV, a high resolution segmented electromagnetic shower 
detector and a 300 ton hadron calorimeter and u scintillator wall. 
The recoil detector surrounds the LH2 target with 3 cylindrical MWPC3 
and 4 layers of dE/dX scintillators in 15 azimuthal sectors coveriyg 
94% of 2rr. This detector measures the angle and (for ItI < 1.2 GeV ) 
the particle type (n v3 p) and energy of recoiling tracks. A high 
speed ECL-CAMAC trigger prooessor attached to the recoil system 
triggered on 2 types of recoil events: a) a single proton (from the 
primary vertex) recoiling off a forward "mlssingw mass, M >2.5 GeV; b) 
'3 tracks recoiling from the primary vertex. The first trigger was 
intended to select elastic production and the second to enhance 
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associated production (A recoil). In addition a di lJ trigger using 
the forward !J wall was uses for an unbiased study of 6 * a production 
mechanisms. 

PRODUCTION OF $ AND 11' 

Strong signals for $ photoproduction are now available from 
several v and photon experiments primarily in the P'U- channel. 
Figures 5-9 show the quality of recent data on 6 as well as 
indications for 6' which, in most oases, have been used to measure $hE 
relative fraction U(yN++Jll)/U(yK+$). Figure 10 shows a strong $*+$n T 
signal observed bX the Illinois-Fermilab group who also have a 
measurement of b'+!J U-l'. Their measurement of the *'/6 fraction is 
the dominant one in the average obtained from the following list of 
results all of which are in agreement: 

Experiment o(ytw’x) 
U(YtwXx) 

Ref. 

E401 IF v+ wn YP 0.2Ok.05 14 
+ UP 

EMC-CERN 6’+ w Y,Fe 0.222.10 13 

EMC-CERN $'+ !Ju YVP 
0.22t.12 13 

NA14-CERN G'-c UP YLi6 0.24?.10 20 

Average 0.21t.04 

Elastic and inelastic $ events have traditionally been identified 
by theorists'* and the II experiments (BFP" and MC") on the basis of 
the fraction of the photon energy carried by the a, 
practice, events with Zb.9 or z=YEr- In .95 (based on a hadron ca or meter 
measurement) have been called elastic, and events with Z < .9 or .95 
called inelastic. Prior to 1983, as can be seen in Table I, there was 

3 
apparent d screpency 

6 
between the measurements of the ratio of 

th&nel%~:c 
by the !J experiments (EMC and BFP) and that of 

'ar&?sti$hoton experiment then available (E401, 
Illinois-Fermilab)'*. This difference, however, MS not Significant 
because the definitions of elastic and inelastic used by the photon 
experiment were completely different from the v experiments. For 
E401, essentially only inelasticity in the recoil region was 
considered since it was required that there be exactly two forward 
tracks, those of the $, for both elastic and inelastic eVentS. 
Table I includes a brief summary of the definitions used by each 
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experiment and, for comparison, averages results over points covering 
the approximate range 60 < E < 150 GeV with < 
known, both statistical and ~ormaliaation 

100 CeV. Where 
errors are giVen. 

The experimental importance of the ratio of inelastic to elastic 
production lies in the fact that for practical purposes the 
normalization errors cancel in the ratio. 

Problems with theoretical expectations, on the other hand, were 
not based on mat ers of definition. 5 The basic success of the gluon 
fusion process in Q , 2 and energy distributions was established by 
EMC and BFP and reviewed by Strovinka and Halzen’. As indicated in the 
relevent diagrams 

an extra hard gluon, and therefore an extra as, is thought to be 
required to transfer SuPficient energy to pass the inelasticity 
requirements. Thus, naively one expects 

which is hard to reconcile with the substantially higher values found 
by the MC and BFP u experiments for this ratio as shown in Table I. 

Most of the calculations of 9 cross sections have required a 
normalization factor, f, from semi-local duality” which assumes that 
the various charmonium channels share equally the available cross 
section below the D threshold. (This equal sharing is Clearly 
inconsistent with the relative $*:$ production ratio of .21+.04 
discussed earlier.) An attempt to put gluon fusion normalization on a 
sounder footing (and at the same time answer fundamental complaints 
about this class of models by conserving color) MS made by Berger and 
Jones’*. Their “color singlet model” calculates an absolute cross 
section from the overlap of appropriate gluon fusion diagrams with a $ 
wave function and the measured r of the 6. However, their first 
result, which used a natural $%lue for the charm mass, m 
1.5 GeV and a z.3, gave 4.5 nb for the inelastic cross SeJtZn%aT 
100 GeV. S&e this MS a factor of 3-5 below the l.I results 
(Table I), Baler and Ruckla’ redid the calculation finding they could 
get good agreement with a very low q c=1.25 GeV. 

Two brand new results from photoproduction experiments were 
contributed to this conference and appear to clear up both the 
theoretical and 50th new experiments 
(TPS-E516a1 

experimental questions. 
and NA14” which agree with each other) can compare 
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directly with the muon experiments as shown in the top section of 
Table I. A clear disagreement between the new photon experiments and 
the muon experiments is seen both in the ratio and in the inelastic 
cross section. The TPS experiment with it’s full Pour momentum 
capabilities can also compare directly and finds itself in fine 
agreement with the recoil inelastic measurements of E401. Finally, 
taking advantage of the new measurement of the $’ fraction the bottom 
section of Table I shows results for both new experiments with the 6’ 
+ J, background subtracted from the inelastic measurement. This giVeS 
the closest possible measurement of the theoretically calculated 
numbers. Figure 7 shows the inelastic signal in the TPS and Figure 11 
shows the 2 dependence and 6’ subtraction of TPS 1nelasti.c eVsntS. 
There is excellent agreement between the new photon experiments. They 
agree with the naive expectation for the inelastic/elastic ratio = as 
= .3 as well as with the original Berger-Jones calculation of the 
oolor singlet model using mc=l.5 GeV. 

Although the agreement with theory is very encouraging, the 
disagreement of the real photon experiments with the u results is hard 
to explain. The TPS results are on hydrogen, thereby eliminating in 
that experiment any possible nuclear effects from the use of Fe 
targets as was the case in the u experiments. Despite the fact that 
Li6 used by NAl4 is closer to HP than to Fe, the excellent agreement 
between NA14 and the TPS seems to rule out nuclear effects as an 
explanation of the discrepency with the u experiments. The other 
major 
of cl2 

complication in the u experiments is the required Sextrapolation 
to 0. Figure 12 shows typical examples of the Q fits used by 

EMC . There is no indication of any extrapolation problems that could 
explain the discrepency. WC’s hydrogen data which has a good $ 
signal (Figure 5) may provide another handle on what is going on here. 

An example of some related distributions obtained by these 
experiments may be found in Figures 11-16. Figures 11, 13, 14 show 
the Z dependence. As theoretically expected the PT distribution for 
inelastic events appears wider than for elastic events in the EMC data 
(Figure 15). TPS measures <P > 
=0.96t .l I for inelastic event . x 

=0.39+.03 for elastic and <PT> 
Finally, Figure 16 shows all the u 

and new photoproduction results (Jt’ not subtracted) as a function of 
energy along with gluon fusion calculations. For most points only 
statistical errors are shown. However, in a few cases an extra error 
bar corresponding to systematic normalization errors is given so the 
significance of comparisons can be seen. 

Both BFP and EMC have measured distributions in various azimuthal 
angles relevent in muonproduction. The BFP results and the angle 
definitions were discussed in detail by Strovink’ at Bonn. Their 
conclusion is that a significant observed dependence on the angle @ - 

saturates the expectations of s channel helicft; 
the record, we note that EMC results” find no 
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significant s channel I$ dependence but do Find a dependence on case 
(c -6 ) in the Gottfriel-Jackson frame indicating the $ is polarized 
al 8 ngYthe virtual photon direction. 

To conclude this section, Figure 17 shows the dis+c_overy by the 
CDHS group of neutral current vu production of $+u !.I with a cross 
section 

odifFractive(~N+V$x) = 4.221.5 lo-” cm’/nucleon.’ 

PRODUCTION OF CHARM 

There is much new data on real and virtual photoproduction of 
bare charm states which wi$l be covered First in this chapter. The 
results include the energy, P , PT, t, and 8* distributions. A second 
subject will be clean information available For the First time on the 
question of how the ca state hadroniaes in terms of what accompanies 
the produced D or De. The third charm photoproduction topic to be 
discussed is the long standing debate on the relative amount of pair 
VS. associated production which has been clarified by a number of new 
results. The second section will summarize results From photon, muon, 
and neutrino experiments on the charm Fragmentation Function which 
complement the high energy e+e- Fragmentation Functions reviewed by 
Dorfan in these proceedings.” In the third section we will turn to 
neutrino production where charm production measurements have been used 
to determine the relative amount of strangeness among sea quarks. In 
closing we will summarize the continuing mystery of same sign 
dileptona produced in V experiments and the important question of what 
the source might and might not be. Charm as a source appears to be 
Falling in the latter, might not, category. 

Charm: y, y, Production 

The muon experiments have been abl$ to compare well measured 
distribution, such as E , PT, and Q , with the gluon Fusion model 
obtaining as a result the &uon structure Function. These experiments 
have used di and tri muon Final states From kinematic regions 
dominated by charm production and leptonic decay. Fully reconstructed 
charm states have only been seen in the real photon experiments. In 
these experiments the precise process observed is dependent on 
detector acceptance, trigger and analysis cuts. This is by way of 
warning that the cross section vs. energy summarized in Table II and 
Figure 18 must be compared with careful attention to the 
experimenters’ definition of the process measured as olted in the 
table. (In this summary table and Figure, older numbers have been 
adjusted For changes in relevant branching ratios in the Particle Data 
Tables.‘al 
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The strong D* signal observed ;ip the ;Df-D, mass difference 
spectrum in two D decay channels, K TI and K x-x , have allowed the 
E516 TPS group to make several new contributions to this conference 
regarding De production and decay." Their combined data, background 
subtracted, is shown in Figure 20. With two different triggers 
(described in the introductory section) and careful offline analysis, 
this experiment can isolate certain subclasses of the total De cross 
section For measurement. Their (D*x)p cross section cited in Table II 
and Figure 18 represents over half the D* sampled and is limited to 
D*x produced in the Forward system accompanied by no more than a 
single proton From the primary vertex in the recoil system. In the 
lab the Forward system covers about t360 mrad in the bend plane and 
272 mrad in the non-bend plane. The recoil acceptance covers all 
production angles in the approximate range 330 mrad <8< 5 + 1000 mrad 
For events with vertices at the upstream end of the target and 
1000 q rad < 5 < x + 300 mrsd at the downstream end. In terma of pion 
rapidity in the lgb Frame the geometric acceptance For the recoil and 
Forward systems is shown in Figure 21. In essence the recoil system 
covers completely the target Fragmentation region near 0 rapidity 
which is l-2 rapidity units wide, and the Forward system covers the 
photon Fragmentation region in the sense of the diagram: 

Y Forward 
frcgmeniotiol 

These definitions apply to all the subsequent results described From 
this experiment. 

The TPS measurement of u(yp+(D*x)p) is of what is often loosely 
called the elastic or diffractive part of c5 production with c>D*x. 
This is in analogy to the semantics used in regard to photoproduction 
of vector mesons and is reinforced by the relatively sharp Fall off in 
t shown in Figure 22 and the energy dependence which appears to be 
becoming relatively Flat in Figure 18. This measurement is -20% of 
the total charm cross section (presumably dominated by D and D*) 
measured by KMC and BFP. The direct ratio of the TPS (D*x)p and CIF 
D*xZS measurement is 

u(D*x P) = -59 t .34 
o(D*x) 

where errors are dominated by the relative normalization 
uncertainties. At the low end of the error range this ratio la 25% 
which is consistent with the general impression of -20% "slsStiC" 
production. 
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The SLAC Hybrid y Collaboration has provided an important new 
result tying down the open charm cross section at the low end of the 
enei-gy scale in Figure 78. This low energy point is important (as 
Babcock, Sivers and Wolfram noted in 197826) to gluon fusion 
determinations of the gluon structure function. The high Il (fraction 
of momentum carried by the gluon) dependence of G(n) makes itself most 
conspicuous in its effect on the low energy turn on of the cross 
section. The vnaivew form of the structure function 

l-l G(l-0 = 3(l-Il)" 

is expected from counting rule (high "1 and Regge theory (low "1 
considerations. It allow9 the gluon fusion model to get good absolute 
agreement with PT and Q distributions obtained by the u experiments 
as show" for the recent EMC results in Figure 23. Here the charm 
quark fragmentation function (see the next section) D,(Z) zexp(l.62) 
and quark mass, m -1.5 GeV, is used with the running coupling constant 
parameter A=.5 Get. A calculationz6 of the energy dependence of the o 
using this "naive" G(n) is shown on Figure 18. Normalization issues 
aside, the new 20 GeV measurement by the SLAC Hybrid y Collaboration 
suggests that a harder gluon distribution is required than the naive 
one. For example, the distribution" 

q C(q) = 1.6(1-n)' + 12.6 n(1-"15 

suggested by gluon bremsstrahlung calculations does a faster job of 
turning on the charm photoproduction cross section at low energy. 

The single recoil proton D l data of the TPS group has been used 
to study for the first time the angular distribution of the D* in the 
center of mass of the photon fragmentation system - that is the 
c.m. of all particles except the recoiling proton'l. The equivalent 
distribution in e+e- is flat in cosG*. Here, as suggested by Bjorken" 
in 1978, one expects forward-backward production to be enhanced 
because a backward going quark will be "wee" in the lab and therefore 
more readily interact with the target. Monte Carlo events with 
various cos"6* distributions (n=0,2,4,6) have been compared with 
histograms of the raw data in several variables. Two of these, 
cosv, that are most sensitive to n are shown in Figure 24. 

PT and 
Mean 

values for these two distributions for the data and the various values 
of n are: 

<co&*> <p;*> 

flat H.C. .08 1.44 
cos*8* M.C. 13 .99 
cos'e* M.C. :23 .80 
cos68* M.C. .36 .65 
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Although liklihood fits have not yet been done, it appears that the 
best agreement will be for n = 4 (or slightly larger). Thus, as 
expected, 6* peaks in the direction of the fragmenting photon system. 
Figure 25 shows the efficiency corrected TPS PT distributions for 
single proton recoil as well as all D* events. 

Using their D* data and almost complete coverage of the 4-momenta 
of the in and out going states, the TPS group has studied what 
accompanies the observed D* as part of understanding how the c5 state 
hadroniaes. Definitions are shown in the following diagram of the 
three groups of outgoing forward particles (X, Y, and 2) that can be 
measured to give information on the forward state with the D*: 

X represents all forward going particles, Y is the forward system 
except the+ observed D*, and 2 is the forward syotem exclusive of the 
observed D*- and a presumed but not observed D*+. Five essentially 
independent distributions (with varying sensitivity due to efficiency 
considerations) were measured. 
ways), 

These are the masses of X, Y Jtwo 
and 2 and the multiplicity of Y. All indicate that the D*- is 

rarely accompanied solely by a D* . 

The mass distribution, MX, for single recoil proton events, 
determined as a missing mass from the in state photon and proton and 
out state recoil proton 4-momenta is shown in Figure 26. The turn on 
of D* production is substantially higher than the D*D* threshold 
suggesting the presence of additional particles. In Figure 27 is 
shown the raw observed multiplicity of charged tracks in Y, for all D* 
events with no secondary interactions observed. This is compared to 
what is expected if Y-6* only by using SPEAR Mark II and Lead Glass 
Wall data' smeared by the TPS detection efficiency (dashed line 
histogram). 
multiplicities 

The TPS nY- distribution is clearly pushed to higher 
than the Y=D* only shape. The mean Y-6" and observed 

multiplicities are < -*> 
on average,o<rn$ ;,:~+~; :;ld:rI~%Z~B%~~~f.r~~~at~s 'ZP'~P;seZZ difference 

The mass of the Y system, which should be 2 GeV for D*6* only 
production, can be measured in two independent ways. The most 
sensitive measurement is by calculating for single recoil proton 
events the missing mass, of everything in the out state except the 
observed D* and the This distribution is shown in 
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Figure24.TPSsinglepo- 
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Figure 28. The dashed line f600 MeV around 2 GeV includes 95s of the 
Monte Carlo prediction of the distribution for DaBa only events which 
peaks sharply at the Da mass. Within this region falls only 11*72 of 
the data. This is the strongest indication of the relative rarity of 
D&D+ only production. The second ourve shows the Monte Carlo 
expectation for 11% D&D+ only, 44.5% D*D+n+x-, and 44.52 D*%4?l+n-no. 
Although this has excellent agreement with the data it is not intended 
to indicate that this distribution of extra particles is unique in 
matching t e P data. A second way of measuring the mass of Y is to 
compute My directly from the observed particles (charged and neutral) 
in Y. This measurement shown in Figure 29 for all D' events with no 
observed secondary interactions gives the same conclusion as M 
because of detection inefficiencies is much less sensitive a d x 

but 
a 

poorer representation of the true distribution. Here the fraction 
below 2 CeV (where 92% of D&6+ only s contained) is 47218%. 

The fifth measurement in this study assumes the presence of a 
second D* and computes M of all particles in the forward system but 
the two D&s. For D&6* onl$ production, M ~0. The method is 

observation by P. Avery" that s&e 
based on 

a* 
small the 3-momentum of the D*+is, to a 
Constant times that of the x: P 

vfry 
= 14.36 Px. 

is then obtained by assuming th!?Da mass. 
The 4-momentum of thd D+ 

available pions 
MX is computedk for all 

subtracting *P 
using the missing mass approach as for My but here 

of the result%g distribution in M 
obtained in the magner just described. A small part 

around zero is shown in Figure 30 
with the Monte Carlo expectation f& Da64 only. The dotted line 
region contains 95% of Monte Carlo D&6+ only events and, at the 90% 
C.L level, (18% of the dRta. Thus, in summary, all 5 measurements are 
consistent with the M determination that only 11+7% of Da are 
accompanied solely by @'and that the mass distribution of the extra 
particles accompanying the Da continues smoothly to the kinematic 
limit. 

The existance of associated photo production of charm (vK+A DX) 
is undeniable in view of the emulsion event 
Photon-Emulsion Collaboration (WA58) in 

ptblished by tffe !I 
1981 . Furthermore, 

associated production is remembered historically as having been an 
important mechanism in strangeness production. An important - and 
somewhat controversial - question for some time has been: how 
important is this mechanism in charm photoproduction? 

The G WA4 group came to the conclusion that u(h 6x) q 570+175 mb 
which compared to U(6X) :: 570+150 nb suggests the dominance of 
associated production in their 20-70 GeV energy region. The errors 
allowed a" upper limit ff(D'D'x) <445 nb so The conclusion was based on 
the presence (-5o) of B in the summed K'n- and K+n-no channels and the 
absence of D in the anti-channels. Furthermore, by requiring the 
additional presence of a p(or K+) identified by the Cerenkov detectors 
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the individual signals were enhanced to -43 and p respectively. The 
CIF datazs at higher energy (50-200 GeV) supported opposite 
concl"sions. Essentially equal numbers of A+ and A- events were 
observed (27t8 and 26+-T events respectivelyjf The radio ND*+/ND,- 5 
1.4f.4 also Favors dominantly pair production. Finally, requiring an 
additional opposite sign K(or p) enhanced the D signal as expected For 
Pair production while requiring a same sign p(or K), the associated 
production signature, led to no signal. 

The new information on this subject comes from three sources. 
EMC reports the ratio 

R = ?Jt-x - = 1.13 f .lO 

P+P+X 

in their charm sample for 60<E <220 CeV. Any significant deviation 
from 1.0 in this ratio would 'represent a possible associated 
production contribution which is not indicated here. The TPS group 
for 4O<E (160 CeV used a A sensitive recoil trigger (described in the 
introduclory section) toelook at R(D*/D*). They obtain the Following 
upper limit: 

O(y~-+6*xl\~) < 60 nb (90% C.L.). 

They have no statement (yet) on 6' Ac production. 

The most important new contribution on this matter comes From the 
SLAC Hybrid Facility y Collaboration at E ~20 GeV. By a liklihood fit 
to the 6/D ratio, the number of detected 'Dl? pair events, observed 
events with 2 charm decays, and the rate of K" production they 
determine 

O(D6x) 
U(charm) = 65 f 20% 

The low energy and large acceptance of this experiment allow a direct 
comparison with WA4 in regard to whether associated production 
dominates in the threshold region. 

Amplification of WA4's conclusion by earlier rapporteurs" may 
have given too strong an impression since the experiment (see 
discussion following this review) has been very careful to make clear 
that their results allow a sizeable cross section for pair production 
within the stated errors. Our most conservative conclusion on this 
matter at this stage is that pair production appears to be at least 
the majority of the cross section and that the large 'J(A,b) = 500 nb 
observed by WA4 remains unconfirmed. 
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Charm Fragmentation Function 

In principle the distribution of Z=E 
9: 

/E represents the charm 
quark Fragmentation Function, D (Z). 
threshold issues complicate the situation. 

p:actice, measurement and 
Despite this, there is 

excellent qualitative agreement among the Fixed target measurements as 
well as with the e+e- results described in Dorfan's review."' A 
detailed comparison of e+e- and v results available before January of 
this year was made by Kleinknecht and Renk." The Z threshold in a 
given 
artificial cutoff on direct me%?tl?&$e~t? 

reference Frame is Zthr 
V"cf , 

and this imposes an 
by fixed target 

experiments. Indirect measurements by V and fi experiments avoid the 
threshold problem but are complicated by fits and Monte Cart'; 
calculations. Table III summarizes the measured quantities, 
reference frames, and Z threshold For the VariOUS experiments with 
results on this subject. 

The most direct Fixed target measurement with a low thresho:! 
comes From the U-Emulsion experiment and is shown in Figure 31. 
Another direct measurement, though with a high threshold, comes From 
the TPS group and is shown in Figure 32 For all single proton recoil 
data and For the sy!net with Mx > 6 GeV that has a less severe 
threshold problem. 

EMC's indirect measurement of DC(Z) is obtained From u+Fe+u*!l-x 
and u+u-p'x charm data. The result 

DC(Z) - e 
(1.6+1.6)2 

in the lab frame's is similar to that of BFP'*. 

Neutrino experiments determine D (Z) From Monte Carlo Fits to 

V(~)WU+~-X charm data. Although Endirect, these measurements know 
the momentum transfer to the single charm quark and thus have less 
uncertainty than the !.I measur;ments. The best fit For Do(Z) obtained 
by CDR.7 is shown in Figure 33. The mean, but not the shape, is well 
determined by the Fit since DC(Z) = 6CG.68) also Fits well. CCFRR 
finds two satisfactory fits: 

DC(Z) - ZA(l-Z)B 

with Az0.5t1.5 and B=1+!T5 and 

DC(Z) - 1/(Z(1-1/Z-e/(1-Z))2!, 

(1) 

(2) 

with the 
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Table III 

Experiments Measuring DC(Z) 

Direct Measurements Ref Z Frame 'thresh. 

v-Emulsion 11 ED(h) 
E -E Breit 0.12 
v 11 

TPS W'$P 
X+D*-(D&j 

2E~e 
21 X CM 

% 
0.4 

e+e- 2ED 
9 CM 0.13 PEP/PETRA 

0.4 CLEO 
0.5 SPEAR 

Indirect Measurements Ref Measured "2" For Fit 

u+Fe+!~+v-X F.MC/BFP 13 12 z = Ed decay 
m V 

p+p-u+x MC 12 
E +E 
!JJ P2 z = " 

w 

E 
u(c,)+u+p-x CDHS 9 

)A decay 

CCFRR 10 
"=E +E 

had p decay 
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Figure 33 (From Ref. 32) summarizes the D(or D*) Fragmentation 
Function extracted from earlier v and e+e- data. Here charmed 
baryons, with an apparently softer Z distribution, are removed from 
the v-Emulsion data. In this comparison to take into account 
different thresholds, appropriate normalization corrections have been 
made. Fits to the two Forms of the Fragmentation noted above are 
shown: (1) dashed line (A.2.8k.8, B.1.324); (2) Full line (E=.llf.04). 
The dotted lines represent theoretical models cited in Ref. 32. 

In sum, all experiments (v, yv, y, e+e-) find a harder 
Fragmentation function For charm than for light quarks. This is 
expectedss since the inertia of the massive quark should be retained 
by the meson. 

w(3) Production of Charm: the Strange Sea 

The difference between V and c x distributions is immediately 
apparent From the CDHS data shown in Figure 34.9 Although the same 
Feynman diagram is involved for both reactions, the x shape differs 
because v production, which goes as 

d(xh~, + s(x,"~s, 

is dominated by the valence d quark distribution, and the 3 process, 

Amy, + Sum,, 

involves only the narrower sea quark distributions. The relative 
Fraction of the strange sea, 

is determined by CDHS and CCFRR by essentially the same procedure: 

I. Determine shape of s(x) = g(x) From \? distribution since ucd is 
small. The resulting shape agrees with single u event 
determinations of ii and a; 

II. Fit V distribution to get the relative amount of strange sea, 
s(x); 

III. Use the charged current experiment measurements of ii and a For 
the denominator of F. 

(The CCFRR in addition uses the ? rate to get F.) The results for f 
are: 
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CDHS9 0.52t.09 

CCE'RRLO +.16 
0.50 18 -. 

These numbers agree with each other but appear to be substantially 
larger than similar e+e- measurements _ .25-.3 reported in Dorfan's 
review" from TPC and JADE. The significance of or reason For this 
apparent discrepency is not clear. 

Using similar p~;;,";ur~~~8CDHS and CCFRR also extract the K-M 
matrix element u -sin8 and the angle 8,. This is done 
assuming sine %?228+.011’* &I: thg average V produced charm 
semi-leptonic branching ratio, Bu ~.071t.013~. Their results: 

u cd case, 

CDHS' .24+.03 1.052.14 
CCFRR" .25*.07 1.142.35 

The measurements of ucd agree with the accepted value For sinec 
=.23Of.OO3 From strange decays. 

V Production of Charm: Like-sign Dileptons? 

The V-emulsion experiment has measured directly the Fraction of 
the charged current cross section corresponding to charm shown as a 
Function of energy For V++ngFigure 35." For V the av:erqge Frac_tion 
For all charm is 6. 

++1.8 
$ and for Do only it is 2.5-.6%. For V the 

average Fraction is 11m5 . 

This experiment has also obtained 90% C.L. upper limits (as 
Fractions of the total V+charm cross section) of three possible 
sources of like sign di leptons. These are given in Table IV where we 
also show the resulting upper limits For U(k-i-)/U(k-) the ratio 
usually given by experiments measuring the like sign effect. These 
are derived by using the Fraction (6.5%) of ch;rm obtained by this 
group and the V Bu=.071 cited in the last section. 

In Figure 36 is shown roughly the range that includes all 
previous results (see Fisk's Bonn reviews) as well as the final value 
of the CCPRR measurement, previously reportefsin preliminary Form, and 
an important new result From Gargamelle. The latter represents a 
rare u-e- measurement which has different systematic and background 
problems from the p-!-l- experiments. Here Dalits pairs rather than Ku 
and lT!J decays are the background. The cut on e- momentum, P- > 
0.5 Gey,-is much lower than the typically 5-10 GeV calorimeter c&s in 
the 1-I !J experiments and probably explains why this point is 
relatively high. 
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Table IV 

90% Upper Limits on Possible Sources of alike-sign Di Leptons" 

Candidate Source 

Charm pair production 
a(!.63)/o(ucx) 

"Wrong sign" charm production 
u($l-x) o(qJ-x) + ca 

Bottom production* 
o(b~X)/o(cuX) 

*,-,o-Q-10-13 set 

~6% c2.8 10 
-4 

<8X c3.7 10 -4 

<5% < 2 1o-4 

4 
,d,; y-g? / ; 

rrcon 

4 1 1 py~,,pe’;“” r 

Id’ 1 &;“L :i;,* 

i 

77T -WC.-2 w” charm 
o~ctumc& 
q r57 eeJ1y P 

I’ order 1 brcmsrlrahlunp ,a+ 1 

0 100 

E (GeV) 

2M) 

&pro’ MrnllS 
otE=lmGeb 

Figure 36. Like sign di- 
leptons: recent results 
and approximate range 
of previous results. 
90% C.L. linits fran 
Neutrin~er~sion Ex- 
periment are shwn. 
(See Table IV and text) 

Figure 35. Neutrlnc-mdSlOn 

Experiment: neUtrln0 pCod- 
uctlon of total charm and 
Do only vs energy. 
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Also shown in Figure 36 is the typical First order QCD gluon 
bremsstrahlung calculation which is Far too low. The limits on the 
three candidate sources From the v-emulsion experiments are shown in 
two ways. First, corresponding to high Ev where cuts on P do not 
affect efficiency, we show the limits as derived In Table IV. uSecond, 
as an indication of how P cuts would redu;: efficiency at low E,, to 
something like 20% of what Yt is at high E,, , we show the limits 
multiplied by .2. 

It is hard to draw a conclusion here. The data does not 
absolutely rule out the possibility of charm or bottom as sources. 
However, these explanations are becoming harder to support 
particularly in view of the fact that the Cargamelle experiment would 
expect 3-4 V’s if ca is the source, and they see none. Furthermore, 
no perturbative theoretical calculation comes close to predicting as 
much heavy quark production as is required to explain the data. Like 
sign di muons continue to be a serious mystery For the standard model. 

D DECAYS 

In this short chapter, we will cover recent results on D decays. 
S. Stone’s reviewa’ discussed B T, and F decays. The TPS group’s 
strong De signals in the D”+K-s+nd and K-n+ (and c.c.) channels 
(Figure 19) allow them to measure the relative branching ratio with 
relatively little invocation of a Monte Carlo progpq.o They have also 
been able to perform a detailed Fit to the K 11 TI Dalitz plot to 
measure the branching ratios to resonant states.‘l In addition, there 
are several new branching ratios and limits determined b 

1% the ACCMOR 
group in channels with al 1 charged Final state particles. 

Using a carefully cleaned up sample of D* with identical cuts in 
both channels, the TPS group measures 

B(D’+K+n’) 

B(D’+K+lr+) 
= 3.7 * 1.2 . 

This ratio is relatively insensitive to detection efficiency of the 
charged K and If (subject to kinematic shifts readily modeled by Monte 
Carlo). The efficiency for reconstructing the no varies with energy 
from a threshold at 4 GeV to -45% at 230 GeV and averages 28%. This 
was determined by adding to real events Monte Carlo generated photon 
showers and then processing the events by the usual no reconstruction 
program. The efficiency was checked by looking at the ratios of 
various K* decays involving n’s and charged TIS. The K* branching 
ratios are known absolutely From isotopic spin Clebsch - Gordon 
coefficients. 
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Multiplying the rat&o given above by the Part&cl: -Dgta Booklet 
standard value'6 For B(D +K n-1 =2.&x1.4% gives B(D +K TI IT ) =8.9?3.2% 
For the TPS measurement. Combining this with the Particle Table world 
average'6 of 9.3i2.81 gives a new world average 

B(D'+K-n+n') = 9.lt2.1% . 

This data is also used For a study of the Dalitz plot 
(Figure 37). The study is motivated by the expeCtati0" of a 
significant contribution from the non-spectator W-exchange diagram in 
Do decay 

CiS 
IW’ 

ilIZ 

needed to explain the Do-D+ lifetime difference. This diagram has 
only 1.1/2 final sttes which leads to the relations: 

B(D'+K-r+) = B(D'+K*-n+) = B(D'+K-p+) = 2 

B(D"+Korol B(D"+Keono) B(D"+Kopo) 

(As Trilling notes', a specific diagram is not required to reach this 
co"clusio". Given Cabibbo favored decay modes and the IA?\=1 rule one 
can derive a triangular relation between relevent decay I spin pair 
amplitudes: 

A(+-) + fi A(oo) = Ace+) . 

For a long D+ lifetime, A(o+)+O, and the ratios noted above Follow.) 
Measurements of these decays by the Mark II experiment" gave VSlUeS 

of 1.36t.73 and 1.64f1.01 for the first two ratios, consistent with 2. 
the last 

H,~B&") =O ,+" 
atio was inconsistent with 2 since B(K-p+) =7.2*3.0 

- -.l' 

Both the Do region and background region (Do mass region, but 
outside D* region) Dalitz plots (Figure 37a and b) are relatively 
smooth. In particular, in the background Dalitz plot 2the slow Fall 
off in the horizontal axis, E decreases as %-n' increases, 
indicates that the TI' efficiency I$ relatively good over the whole 
Dalitz plot. 

The 82 events (of which 45% are background according to a fit) 
show" in Figure 44a represents the largest sample of D"+K-n+no yet 
collected. 
results 

A maximum liklihood fit to this Dalitz plot #elds the 
show" in Table V along with the Mark II results. The table 

gives the relative Fraction of K-n+lr' corresponding to each channel. 
Also show" are the branching ratios derived assuming the “new world 
average", B(K-n+rr') =9.lt2.1% cited earlier For the new TPS results. 
The Mark II branching ratios use B(K-l~+rr') =8.5?3.2%. 
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Table V 

Results of Fits to D'+K-v+tr' Dalitz Plot 

Challtlel 

K-p+ 

Fraction Branching Ratio (%) 
TPS*l Mark II" TPS" Mark II" 

0.31 
+.20 +.I1 +1.9 
-.I4 Ow85-*,5 2.a-l.5 

7.z3.0 

K”-ll+ 

0.06;:;; 
+.14 

O*"_.o9 0 Af;'; , Q+2.3 . 
. -1.4 

+.12 
o’11-.~8 o.o7;;1O;* 2 9+3.3 

' -2.3 
3.til.V 

non-resonant 0.5Ok.23 0.00;:;; 4.523.0 +1.9 
o."-o.o 

*Avera e 
and 6 of fit to K-a+rr' 

R n+rr- Dalitz plots 

The relatively low fraction of K-p+ found in the TPS data is 
already evident by looking at the Dalitz plot (Figure 37a) on which 
the p band has been indicated. p events should cluster along ttje 
Dalitz plot boundary at the two ends of this band because of the cos 8 
pcnv decay distribution. The Mark II Dalitz plot shown in Figure 38 
(note the different horizontal axis from that used by TPS) has an 
apparent p cluster only at the end corresponding to high E o. The 
other cluster would not have been detectable due to the fall oFf in no 
efficiency at low E,,o for this e+e- experiment with its detection in 
the center of mass. The lack of a strong p effec in the TPS data is 
also evident if one looks at the one dimensional M 3 
events with Icos81>0.5 (Figure 39). Secause 0 I 

f,,o histog am 5 for 
the cos 0 decay 

distribution, this cut removes -l/2 the background while keeping 
almost all of the p. The two curves show the result of the fit and the 
fit with p subtracted. Thus, even enhanced, p does not dominate this 
Dalitz plot. 

Multiplying the TPS result by l/2 gives 

; B(D'+K-p+) = 1.4+'; -. 

for comparison with a' 
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B(D"~opo) = 0.1 +.6 
-.l 

. 

This is now in approximate agreement (1.30) with the expected ratio 
for a pure I = l/2 state (or for large 

3 
+). It is clear that a better 

measurement of the Rope channel wou d be very desireable, and one 
hopes that this will be forthcoming soon from TPS, Mark III or ACCMOR. 

The ACCMOR group also hgs a niqe De-! sample (Figure 40) which 
they have obtained for D and D-in II Be interactions.'6 With this 
data they are able to obtain a number of charged channel decay ratios 
which are given in Table VI. 

In Table VII are listed derived values for the various Do and D' 
branching ratios, Particle Data group numbers'6 for comparison when 
available, and new weighted world averages. These use the Particle 
Data Group values"6, B(D'+II-n+) ~2.4f.41 and B(D++K-n+x+) =4.6?1.1%. 

HADROPRODUCTION OF CHARM 

The subject of hadroproduction of charm is not formally included 
among topics that fall within the domain of a "Lepton-photon" 
conference. Nonetheless, because of the close relationship to some of 
the matters included in this review, we will make a brief mention of 
recent hadroproduction results. 

The D decay rsults from the ACCMOR experiment have 
discussed (see Figure 40 and Tables VI and VII). This 
measured the cross section'6 assuming an A' dependence 

U(v-Be+D6x) E 48f15+24 pb/Nucleon 

already been 
group has also 

at 175 and 200 GeV. To compare with results based on an A2/3 

dependence, assumption, this result should be multiplied by 2.1. 
Assuming A , the CCFRS beam dump experiment" measures the same cross 
sect~~f~; ;5,? be 22.6'2.1'3.6 pb/nucleon. This should be q u;;fpl;;i 

The two experiments are in better agreement 
assumption which gives lolf3lf50 (ACCMOR) and 8624.427.6 (CCFR.5) 

ub/nucleon. In fact recent results from the E613 Fermilab, Firenze, 
Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin beam dump experiment which used two 
different A targets indica+$s,;n A dependence similar to the total 
inelastic cross section A' . 

The ratio 

UC120 GeV) 
0(175/200 GeV) = 0.622.34 

indicates ACCMOR may be seeing a rise as would be expected given the 
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Table VI 

New ACCMOR Results on Do and D' Decays" 

D"+K 71 II ll ;i*; 

D'-'K+n+ 
2.0 t 1.0 

0.5 f 0.2 

0.2 t 0.2 

D'+Kt',,',(+ 

D"+K+31ff 
c .18 (90% C.L.) 

D'&+~+ 

D'+K+2$ 
c .16 

$+KS',,' 
c .22 

D'+K+a' 

Table VII 

New Do and D' Branching Ratios 

Channel 
ACCMORL6 piy;;;,p ;:$6 New World Average 

K;n+n'n; 
4.8+2.5% 4.5f1.32 4.6k1.21 

KQO 2.351.12 --- 2.3tl.l% 

K+n;pO 
0.9?0.9% --- 0.9to.92 

Kl",&,' c.831 --- < .83% 

K'lm+ <.74% <4. I < .74x 

KI”nf <l.O% <3.7% Cl.0 % 
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very high cross sections seen at the ISR. They also measure the PT 
and xF distribution 

d3U - (l-xF) O.Bk.4 e-(1.1+.5)P,2 

dP.& 

This distribution rules out perturbative gluon fusion and quark 
annihilation models** which also predict a much lower cross section. 
However, flavor excitation q ode1s.O seem to do better both in cross 
section and E and xF dependence. 

A very recent and preliminary result" by the Yale - Fermilab - 
LBL streamer chamber experiment appears to get a much lower cross 
section for hadroproduction of charm. Although in a neutron beam and 
at a higher energy (<En> ~280 CeV) their result is 

U(n+Ne-He+D6x) = 17+5fll ub/nucleon. 

This group assumes an A2/3 dependence in calculating their result. 
The experiment uses a new technique under development which has very 
different biases from other experiments. Events with a detected !J 
trigger are scanned in the streamer chamber. Tracks with angles 
outside 150 mr (the limit for charm decay tracks asuming central DB 
production) are used to determine the primary vertex. The maximum 
miss distance of tracks with cl50 mr is plotted for u event (charm 
candidates) and non p events (background). There are 32 u events and 
10 ordinary events with miss distances beyond 30 from the primary 
vertex. 

The CERN Hyperon group has a 70 narrow signal (Figure 41) in 

E-~e+(h~-v+v-)~ . 

This is a nice candidate for the charmed strange baryon, A+(csu).The 
xF and PT dependence for the signal is 

d3u (l-x )1.7?.7 e-('.1-*4 T +.7jp2 

2 - dPTdxF F 

which is reasonably similar to the distribution seen by ACCMCR. The 
cross section times branching ratio per nucleus for x>.6 is UB 
~5.322.0 ub/nucleus. Getting a cross section per nucleon is very 

Pydent 
on the Aa and (1-x)" assumptions. Table VIII shows 0.B for 

and A as well as the range of n allowed by the data. This is a 
double charge exchange production channel which, one would think, will 
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Events 'Of 

: LO 

01. p 

, 

moo 2500 
Mass (MeV) 

Figur~4~.IERNHyperonExperiment: 
(AK TI TI ) massspectrum. 

Table VIII 

aB per Nucleon of A+ Candidate for Various Assumptions 

1.0 1.0 13.3 13.3 6.4 6.4 

1.7 1.7 26.4 26.4 12.7 12.7 
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suppress the cross section. Nonetheless, the numbers in Table VIII 
are high for any reasonable branching ratio. 

The experimental situation regarding cross sections in 
hadroproduction continues to need clarification.*' A future rapporteur 
with more time for this subject will have plenty of grist - and some 
gristle - to chew on. 

CONCLUSION 

I will conclude with a remark about one subject, conspicuous by 
its absence, that I did not talk about. Stone's reported on a 70 F 
signal seen by CLEO in e+e- production at a mass inconsistent with 
earlier sightings in photoproduction.*' The obvious question is what 
do other e+e- and photoproduction experiments have to say on this 
subject. The answer, on the record at least, is "No Comment". The 
truth is that most (probably every) group has one or more 3, 4, or YJ 
F protosignals; these are at a variety of masses and in a variety of 
channels. They are not shown because of the general belief, which is 
regrettably probably correct, that if such a protosignal turns out to 
be a fluctuation it will tarnish the reputation of the experiment. 
The unfortunate result for the non specialist is an incomplete picture 
of the situation. I don't know what can be done about this except to 
report that the view from the grapevine is at least as fuzzy as that 
out in the open. 

Luckily, as we have seen, this problem does not affect most of 
the other subjects in charm physics. The field is making progress 
slowly and steadily both in experiments and in the theoretical 
understanding of relevant perturbative QCD processes. Future 
rapporteurs will have more than they can handle in the time allowed - 
just as this one did. 
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DISCUSSION 

E. Paul, University of Bonn h CERN 

This Is a comment on observation of 6 photoproduction in the WA4 
experiment at the CERN Omega Spectrometer. The point is that this 
experiment observed 6 signals with a significance' around three 
standard deviations. These signals were improved by tagging on 
protons assumed to come from charmed baryon production in some 
fraction. In my mind this observation leaves substantial room for a 
contribution of D6 pair production within the range of the observed 
cross section. 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

Figure 2 in Ref. 30 shows the data that Is enhanced by requiring 
a K or p in the WA4 experiment, which is what you are referring to. 
This enhancement is one of the indications of associated production. 
The original numbers were that u(B+x) Is 570f250 nanobarns and o(Ac6x) 
is also 5702175. So what you're saying Is that there is room for some 
pair production within those errors. 

G. Wolf, DESY 

You mentioned that the s/u ratio is -0.5 in v experiments while 
the JADE, Mark II data from e+e- gave 
K" if I am not mistaken. 

-0.3. The latter dataocome fro9 
+The TASS0 group looked at K and K- 

production in e+e-. TQe K- yield is -601 larger, the origin of which 
is unknown. From the K- data one finds s/u -0.5, from K" -0.3. 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

I think that the SLAC TPC data is from charged K's also. 

J. Wiss, University of Illinois 

How does the charm system Invariant mass distribution predicted 
by the yg fusion model compare to the charm system Invariant mass 
distribution measured by E516 for a given C(x) (gluon distribution)? 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

We are anxious to compare our M (and particularly My) data with 
theoretical distributions but havenIF seen any yet. I hope there will 
be gluon fusion and other calculations of these distributions 
available soon. 
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B. Roe, Michigan 

There is some neutrino data giving s/a -.25. This Comes from 
measuring IT to K ratios or leading particles (high z) in the hadron 
jet in the old Fermllab El80 iJ Neon bubble chamber experiment. 

Diambrlni-Palazzi, Univ. of Rome-WA58 

We have evidence now for a 30-35% fraction Of associate 
production in the photon range between 20 and 70 CeV. We will present 
final data on photon production mechanism of charm In the next year. 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

Thank you. That sounds very consistent with other recent 
experiments. 

F. Richard, Orsay 

About this question of associated production. I would like to 
ask the speaker what he thinks about the following point. When you 
asked for a recoil proton to trigger your events in some sense you 
tend to enhance diffractive production of charm so it would be 
symnetrlcal DD. You agree with that? 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

Of course, but that's not what we did for the associated 
production limit. The data that I referred to for that limit "as from 
a special trigger which did not require only a single proton recoil. 
It required at least three tracks from the primary vertex In the 
recoil region and has a relatively high efficiency for A s In the 
recoil system. That trigger enhanced associated productI& not pair 
production. 

C. Heusch, Univ. of Calif., Santa Crux 

You flashed by a transparency with $ photoproduction results that 
demonstrated agreement with photon gluon fusion as usual, with an 
arbitrary scale factor. Does the measured cross section now also 
agree with the color singlet calculations (eg. Baler and Ruckl) that 
do not have that "f-factor"? 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

You read very quickly. The story here is that there are two 
types of calculations. One requires a local duality f factor. The 
one we are talking about is a color-singlet calculation in which you 
don't, in principle, have to put in an f-factor from duality. 
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Originally Berger and Jones did It, I believe, with a charmed mass of 
1.5 GeV and the result came out about five times lower than the muon 
experiments. Then Baier and Ruckl redid it with a charmed mass of 
1.25 GeV and that came Into agreement. The point now Is that the new 
results are really in agreement with the more traditional, more 
expected charm quark mass of the original Berger and Jones 
calculation, So it looks like the theory Is In quite good shape at 
the moment based upon the two new photoproduction results. 

C. Heusch, Univ. of Calif., Santa Cruz 

Thanks. You talked something about diffractive D* production. 
What did you mean by that? 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

What I meant by that is that the cross section results from E516 
on D* production were on yp+D*x i,n the forward system plus a proton in 
the recoil system. That's a restrictive class of the total D*X 
production and It seems to be consistent with being at least 25-301 of 
the total (from comparisons with the E401 Dax measurement). 

C. Heusch, Univ. of Calif., Santa Cruz 

Do you mean by that that the D* is very high? 

T. Nash, Fermilab 

No, we have no statement on Da. I thought I avoided using the 
word "diffractive" which we all tend to use loosely for elastic 
production as a result of our experience with vector mesons. However, 
the point here is that there is a cleanly identified recoiling proton 
and Figure 22 shows a t-shape that looks like a typical elastic 
channel photoproduction. It also appears the energy dependence is 
becoming relatively flat, though this is also the case for the total 
charm data. Traditionally I would call that diffractive in the 
Pomeron sense but that word diffractive is used in too many ways. 

L. Clavelli, Argonne 

Together with Cox and Holmes I have investigated another QCD 
subprocess to the color-singlet model for hadron-production of $, 
namely qq to J, gluon gluon and what we find is this dominates over the 
gluon gluon to $ gluon and therefore if you add the two you will not 
need this anomalously high value of a that is found in these Baier 
and Ruckl and Berger and Joges calculatio"s. Applied to 
photoproduction this suggests that the gamma quark to $ quark gluon 
will give a large contribution to this process and when one adds a few 
of these lowest order contributions you will satitrate this process 
with 3 much lower value of n 

5’ 


